Alcohol and Other Drug Intervention Workshop Schedule
Academic Year 2021-2022

Fall Semester 2021

**Tuesday, August 24, 2021**
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM *Alcohol Workshop* BCH Bakeless 101

**Thursday, August 26, 2021**
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM *Cannabis/Other Drug Workshop* BCH Bakeless 101

**Monday, August 30, 2021**
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM *Alcohol Workshop* BCH Bakeless 101

**Wednesday, September 8, 2021**
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM *Cannabis/Other Drug Workshop* BCH Bakeless 101

**Thursday, September 9, 2021**
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM *Alcohol Workshop* BCH Bakeless 101

**Wednesday, September 15, 2021**
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM *Alcohol Workshop* BCH Bakeless 101

**Monday, September 20, 2021**
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM *Cannabis/Other Drug Workshop* BCH Bakeless 101

**Tuesday, September 21, 2021**
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM *Alcohol Workshop* BCH Bakeless 101

**Monday, September 27, 2021**
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM *Alcohol Workshop* BCH Bakeless 101

**Tuesday, October 5, 2021**
4:00 PM - 5:00 PM *Cannabis/Other Drug Workshop* BCH Bakeless 101

**Thursday, October 7, 2021**
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM *Alcohol Workshop* BCH Bakeless 101

**Wednesday, October 13, 2021**
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM *Alcohol Workshop* BCH Bakeless 101

**Tuesday, October 19, 2021**
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM *Alcohol Workshop* BCH Bakeless 101

**Thursday, October 21, 2021**
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM *Cannabis/Other Drug Workshop* BCH Bakeless 101

**Monday, October 25, 2021**
Monday, November 1, 2021
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM Alcohol Workshop BCH Bakeless 101

Thursday, November 4, 2021
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM Cannabis/Other Drug Workshop BCH Bakeless 101

Wednesday, November 10, 2021
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM Alcohol Workshop BCH Bakeless 101

Wednesday, November 17, 2021
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM Cannabis/Other Drug Workshop BCH Bakeless 101

Tuesday, November 30, 2021
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM Alcohol Workshop BCH Bakeless 101

Thursday, December 2, 2021
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM Cannabis/Other Drug Workshop BCH Bakeless 101

Spring Semester 2022

Thursday, January 27, 2022
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM Alcohol Workshop BCH Bakeless 101

Thursday, February 3, 2022
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM Cannabis/Other Drug Workshop BCH Bakeless 101

Wednesday, February 9, 2022
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM Alcohol Workshop BCH Bakeless 105

Tuesday, February 15, 2022
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM Cannabis/Other Drug Workshop BCH Bakeless 101

Thursday, February 17, 2022
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM Alcohol Workshop BCH Bakeless 101

Wednesday, February 23, 2022
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM Alcohol Workshop BCH Bakeless 208

Wednesday, March 2, 2022
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM Cannabis/Other Drug Workshop BCH Bakeless 208

Thursday, March 3, 2022
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM Alcohol Workshop BCH Bakeless 101

Tuesday, March 8, 2022
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM Alcohol Workshop BCH Bakeless 101
Thursday, March 10, 2022
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM Cannabis/Other Drug Workshop BCH Bakeless 101

Tuesday, March 22, 2022
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM Cannabis/Other Drug Workshop BCH Bakeless 101

Thursday, March 24, 2022
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM Alcohol Workshop BCH Bakeless 101

Wednesday, March 30, 2022
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM Alcohol Workshop BCH Bakeless 208

Tuesday, April 5, 2022
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM Alcohol Workshop BCH Bakeless 101

Wednesday, April 6, 2022
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM Cannabis/Other Drug Workshop BCH Bakeless 208

Thursday, April 14, 2022
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM Alcohol Workshop BCH Bakeless 101

Monday, April 18, 2022
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM Cannabis/Other Drug Workshop BCH Bakeless 208

Wednesday, April 20, 2022
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM Alcohol Workshop BCH Bakeless 208

Tuesday, April 26, 2022
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM Alcohol Workshop BCH Bakeless 101

Thursday, April 28, 2022
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM Cannabis/Other Drug Workshop BCH Bakeless 101

Tuesday, May 3, 2022
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM Alcohol Workshop BCH Bakeless 101